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Abstract
A review of the state of the art is given. It shows recent proofs of success of the
technology. An important R&D effort remains to be done in order to collect all
the expectable benefits of RF superconductivity.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the frame of this conference on hadronic structure and
electroweak interactions, I shall focuss my talk on adressing the following
questions :

• What are the progresses most recently registered ?
• What is expected from the coming R&D work ?

These questions are relevant for this rapidly progressing field to which large
efforts are presently devoted, particularly at Saclay.

2. REALISATIONS

It should be noticed that during the past few years :

• Kojima, at KEK, has built and run successfully 32 500 MHz cavities for
the TRISTAN e" ring .

• Ph. Bernard and H. Lengeler (CERN, Switzerland) have run test
cavities both in the SPS and LEP tunnels. The SPS cavities have been an
important piece of the success of the electron acceleration in the SPS



providing few reliable and steady 9 MeVs added to the room temperature RF
system (30 MeV). 20 Niobium cavities and 192 Nb/Cu cavities have been
ordered from the industry.

• D. Proch has made a very important development for the HERA program at
DESY (Hambourg, RFA). He is presently testing 12 cavities on the electrons
Hera tunnel. A total of 16 + 16 cavities will be installed.

• A. Richter and D. Graef have put in operation a 130 MeV electron Iinac at
Darmstadt.

• J. Fouan, at Saclay (France), has built and run the first 50 cavities
superconducting accelerator for heavy ions in Europe.

• Ron Sundelin has developed at Cornell (USA) a 5-cell, 1500 MHz cavity
which has been selected as the heart of the CEBAF program. More than 100
items have already been built and tested out of 360 for the whole accelerator.

3. DEFINITION & REMINDER

A superconducting cavity is a transformer which receive RF power from a
source and produces a longitudinal electrical field able to accelerate charged
particles.

It also produces a very small amont of garbage :

- About 1 watt of heat per meter of structure, which has to be pumped up from
liquid helium temperature to room temperature at the expanse of roughly 1
kW of electrical power.

- Some RF power at higher order modes coming from the interaction of the
cavity with the accelerated beam. They have to be dumped through RF filters
towards the outer world.

- The extremely high current density running in the inner surface (about
2 1012 A/m2) can be the source of high power dissipation and break-down,
killing the magic of superconductivity. Non superconducting impureties
laying on the surface are a typical cause.

- The high electric field can start electron emission which also is limiting the
accelerating performance of the cavities.

Cavities are rather easy to make. Very pure Niobium sheets are shaped and
welded together by electron beam in good vacuum. A very clean procedure is
required.

Preparing the final surface and keeping it unaltered up to time of use is the
most difficult part of the fabrication.



A cavity is characterized by its quality factor Q and its accelerating
field E. Q is proportional to the inverse of the power delivered to the walls of
the cavity and so is a measure of the cavity efficiency.

Q's are observed between 10^ to 4x10*0 and E's are seen from a few
MeVAn up to 25 MeV/m.

Superconducting RF technology faces not only the challenge of E and
Q but must realize this goal at low cost.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT SITUATION

A recent diagram (fig.l) provides an accurate view on the state of the
art technology. It is accurate because it shows the situation with good statistics
on a single row of identical cavities, but the same is observed in all other
laboratories. This is the result of vertical tests on 60 cavities from CEBAF. It
shows two things :

1/ Thanks to the quality of the CEBAF team and its subcontractors, the
specifications of 2 .4 1O^ and 5 MeV/m are reached for almost all the

cavities. It proves that the experts from all laboratories in Europe and USA
who, in September 85, before the DOE Committee, sustained that this result
was possible, were telling the truth.

2. This diagram shows also that there is an enormous dispersion in the
results in spite of the rigorous quality of the preparation of the RF surface.

As this diagram represents the test results of the cavities in vertical
cryostat, I must add those concerning the same cavities when assembled in
the accelerating cryomodule (fig.2). The resulting performances remain
largely above specs, but seem more concentrated. But this can be strongly
biased by the fact that Q's are measured by the amount of Helium which is
evaporated. A measurement which vanishes for high Q. It is also biased on
the E scale because fields higher than 10 MeV/m have not beam measured.

Why is it so much RANDOM ?

1. E limitations

The most important limitation is due to electron field emission. This
does not come from the surface as a whole. Pure Niobium can sustain much
higher field than what is experienced. This comes from very peculiar
microsized spots on the surface, called emitters. They can, usually, be
destroyed by RF processing or Helium processing at the expanse, very often, of
the Q value, as if foreign materiel was spilled on the surface, or if the oxyde
layer was disorganized by the electron bombardment. Emitters can be avoided
by extremely clean surface preparation and, often, by high temperature
baking.



Microscopic studies of emitters are done in several laboratories.
A recent study from Cornell (Padamsee 90/91) has shown that, for

70% of studied emitters, foreign material has been found (Indium or Copper)
and that, emitters which have been induced by Carbon dust, used to let no
visible tracks on electron microscope. This reinforces the idea that the highest
performance will be obtained in extremely clean preparation procedure.

A study performed at Saclay, in collaboration with IBM, has shown
that the presently standard procedure presents a defect.

It was shown that a dust free silicon wafer introduced in the clean
room part, at the final step of the procedure was kept rather well dust-free. On
the contrary, such a wafer, introduced in the preliminary degreasing and
chemical etching steps of the procedure, was covered by a large amount of dust
which was never removed by the following steps.

A new concept has emerged from this : an automatized fully dust-
free procedure.

Saclay has developed, with the help of a specialized company, an
integrated machine corresponding to this concept. It does acid treatment,
spray rinsing and drying with dust-free fluids in a completely closed
environment. This new facility is presently under tests.

Watch the next year statistics !

5. Q LIMITATIONS

A very particular effect has been discovered this year. It is a "Q
disease" showing off after slow cooling.

A compound of Hydrogen and Niobium, forming slowly at
intermediate temperature (between 200 K and 100 K), is responsible for the
effect.

Hydrogen '<*, brought into the metal during chemical procedure. It
can be removed by ht. treatment. CEBAF is affected by the effect.

Saclay experience shows that the Q dispersion is greatly corrected by
the suppression of hydrogen. Q's, larger than 101O, a r e systematically
obtained.
The question is presently to find a chemical procedure which could be
hydrogen free so that thermal treatment could be avoided.

6. UNDERSTANDINGAMYSTERY : Q dépendance versus E.

R&D is performed on sputtering techniques so as to use less costly
superconductor or to take advantage of High Tc material.

This technique has not yet replaced pure Niobium for high frequency
cavities. On the other hand, at low frequency, CERN is building 192 350 MHz
cavities based on Niobium/Copper cavities.

A systematic behaviour has been noticed. There is, with this
technique, a strong Q dépendance with the field. It could not be explained up



until recently. After new developpments on high Tc superconductivity theory,
after a paper by Vaglio (Salerno, It.), a paper by Bonin from Saclay gives now a
reasonable explanation and hints to improve the situation : classical
superconductivity theory speaks about single cristal properties. Real life
depends on many cristals and thus on the quality of current transmission
between cristal grains in the metal. The new theory says that there exists a
broad dispersion in the conductive properties of those joints, which have their
own critical density. The higher is the field, the larger number of joints
quench down to normal conduction leading to a progressive alteration of Q.

The model fits very well to the data. It is known that sputtering
techniques bring poor metalurgical properties. An effort is now oriented by the
theory to make larger grain size and cleaner grain boundaries.

7. MACSE : a test facility for experiencing RF superconductivity.

Completed in January 1991, this facility is presently under test.
The main goal is to measure the cost efficiency of accelerating

cryomodules. The first cryomodule is already installed. Two others
cryomodules will be assembled to compare new concepts .

8. FUTURE PROSPECTS

Developing the technology cannot be done without prospects. The
main H&D work of Saclay has been fit for a nuclear physics electron machine
(several GeV).

Others projects are appearing as B factories, x charm factories and
linac on ring colliders. These facilities will consider strongly the advantages of
SRF technology. It will be a very particular type of cavities where high
accelerated intensities are the most constraining parameters. In some ways,
this is the opposite design of a nuclear physics facility.

However, an other project has gathered the whole SRF community.
This is a TeV linear collider : TESLA.

Here again, medium intensity, high energy are shared
specifications with the nuclear physics machine.

A one year collaborative work has already brought very interesting
new concepts. Some of them can be qualified on MACSE at Saclay.

9. CONCLUSION

I hope that I have shown to you that SRF technology is presently a
very active field.

I must add that it is not possible to sustain for a long time such a
large effort as what is presently done at Saclay. So, I have to tell that, unless a
facility program is started, the existing R&D level and the size of the team will
be dramatically reduced by the end of 1992.
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Figure 1

CEBAF CAVITY PERFORMANCE
INTERATOM CAVITIES ONLY - VERTICAL PAIR TESTS
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